FORT TUTHILL
THINNING PROJECT
THIN THE THREAT

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Fort Tuthill Thinning Project's primary goal is to reduce the
risk of a catastrophic wildfire. The project used a prescription
nicknamed “clumpy-groupy” that yields a forest structure with
openings containing horizontal and vertical edge, or diversity.
This was the most appropriate prescription for a park setting,
as it attempts to restore the forest as it was around preEuropean settlement (1880s).
The project retains all yellow pine, Gambel oak, juniper, and
most Ponderosa pines >24 dbh, as well as retains and protects
all "snags" >12 dbh. Also, the project keeps larger tree groups
around Soldiers Trail and tighter tree spacing next to the trail
for more aesthetics.

PRESCRIPTION GOALS
Prescription goals reflect the desire to have clumps and groups
of trees, interspersed with more open areas.

BENEFITS
Reduce the threat of catastrophic wildfire
Increase public safety
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Improve forest health
Increase wildlife habitat
Improve aesthetics of area
Improve quality of life

A HEALTHY FOREST
Initially, evidence of the project will be quite visible, but over
time the forest is expected to respond positively to this
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treatment and align more with a forest restored to more natural
conditions. Disturbance from the heavy equipment necessary
to complete this project will fade as this natural system
recovers. Overall the area will generally be more open and
contain a diversity of tree groups and clumps of varying size
and densities intermixed in a matrix of small openings and
interspaces. Released from the extreme competition of today’s
unnaturally dense conditions, the remaining trees will increase
in health and vigor. Openings and interspaces will quickly
become occupied by grasses, wildflowers, and shrubs.
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Observatory Mesa
Forest Treatments

HYDROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF HEALTHY
FORESTED WATERSHEDS
Absorbing rainfall and snow melt
Slowing storm runoff
Recharging aquifers
Sustaining stream flows
Filtering pollutants from the air and runoff before they
enter streams, creeks, and rivers.

Through a combination of mechanical and hand thinning, we thinned approximately 325 acres.
Approximately 275 truckloads of logs and 150 truckloads of chipping materials were hauled off-site.
CCPR will utilize various techniques to rehabilitate the area, resulting in many benefits over time.

PROCEDURES

BENEFITS

IMMEDIATE (0-2 YEARS)

IMMEDIATE (0-2 YEARS)

Remove and rehab temporary roads

A reduced wildfire threat, including crown fires

Rehab trails

Increased tree vigor

Reseed area with native grass seed mix,

Increased wildlife habitat and viewing

includes wildflowers and forbs

Understory response with increased grasses,
forbs, and shrubs

FUTURE (3+ YEARS)
Maintain site with regular, controlled, low-

FUTURE (3+ YEARS)

intensity fires on a 7-10 year rotation

Reduced stand density and improve individual

Herbicide applications as necessary for any

tree vigor and growth

infusion of invasive weeds

A reduced wildfire threat, including crown fires

Small hand thinning projects may occur as

Weeds such as mullein will be prominent the

needed to address future needs

first few years, decreasing as other plants (like

FIREWOOD GIVE-AWAY
Of the approximately 100 cords of firewood
resulting from this project, about 25 cords will
be made available to the public (first-come,
first-serve) and 75 cords to area assistance

grasses, forbs, and shrubs) out-compete them
Increased wildlife habitat and viewing
Greater viewshed

SIMILAR PRESCRIPTION MOUNTAINAIRE CUT

programs and chapter houses. Details will be

Creating prescriptions is a blend of art and

made available on our website.

science, because of the specifics of the site

PARTNERS

Goal is not to look evenly spaced but rather
look like a group of trees
Fort Tuthill Thinning Project prescription left
more trees in the groups and not as thin as
Mountainaire; openings are similar in spacings
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